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Nurturing talents on a coloured platform…………
From the Desk of the Editor………….
Dear Children,
Standing on the glorious part we often look at the literary horizon of St. Xavier’s High School and find the little stars with their ablaze
state of fanciful ideas that have found expression in the literary journal. It is a compendium varieties of Knowledge that have been
compressed in a few pages.I hope it will benefit and delight the children to find their buried thought sprout and bloom into new life.
I would encourage you all to keep up and on.
Mr.Biyat Bihari Mishra (Head master)
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OUR CHILDREN PARTICIPATING IN VARIOUS COMPETITIONS

ENVIRONMENT WEEK Celebration

Writer’s Section

What is Life?

Make The World A Better Place
Global Warming, Climate Change decrease in forest cover increase in pollution in air and
water have affected each and every Living Being on this planet. This needs for participation
of everyone. To put in their effect to make this world a better place to live in.
Rapid Industrialization, full exploitation of Natural Resources has resulted in loss of green
cover around the world. Trees play an important role by absorbing the Carbon Dioxide gas.
Loss of trees result in increase in Carbon-Dioxide in the atmosphere which is the main
reason of Global Warming. These causes imbalance in heat of the earth which is the reason
in turn of climate change around the Globe. Increase in number of vehicles are causing
breathing problem in our major cities. These problems need urgent attention. Afforestation
can solve many problems . If we can follow the rule ‘Each one Plant one’. The green cover
will be enhanced by following the principle of recycle, reduce and re-use. Small steps like
switching –off lights when not in use, avoiding wastage of water, use of solar energy will
help in conserving energy.
We should always feel that it is our responsibility to protect the environment .Thus this
world will be a better place to live in not only for us but also for our future generation.
Subham Rout (IV-A)

Life is a bubble,
make it adorable
Life is a flower,
smell it with pleasure
Life is a dream,
Try to get its cream
Life is a Game,
win it with fame
Life is an Equation,
Try to find its solution
Life is not stable,
Make it more memorable.
Snehaprajna Sahoo(VIII-E)

Back to School

My school
Stars are many

It’s always a struggle to get out of bed
As you cry out “Mum”

but Kohinoor is one
Friends are many
but best friend is one
Countries are many
but India is one

Flowers are pretty,
And I am very naughty.

but Moon is one
Gems are many

Poem

But I don’t pluck them,

Please let me rets my head

As it will be dirty.

We dress in our houses

Butterflies can fly,

With grey and maroon

And I can jump high.

And smart skirts and blouses

Schools are many

But they don’t come to me ,
as they are very shy.

but My St. Xavier’s High school is one

Pity summer is over soon

Saransh Sai Prasad(III-B)

Arpita Acharjee(IV-B)

The stream that separates the shores of generations

Jokes
1.Nurse-Doctor! Doctor!
Doctor-What happened?
Nurse-A patient is flying.
Doctor-How is it possible?
Nurse-You gave him hydrogen instead of Oxygen.
2.Examiner-You have to tell me the name of the bird
by looking at its beak.

Abhipsa Anupama Swain (IV-A)

Difference of mental situation and lack of understanding among young and old
people is called the generation gap and is very difficult to fill up unless they would
not spent time with each other and try to accept each other as they are. Generation
Gap can be viewed in many terms related to their spoken language, style of clothing
and fashion, their own views and thoughts, valus and morals etc.The main reason
behind the generation gap is mainly the lack of time for communication and
understanding each other inside the family members. Another reason of generation
gap is the increased competition among people in area of education and professional
life, which makes people so involved in their own life that they don’t get time for
their loved ones and just make their self, isolated world from others. This generation
gap in modern times often leads to unwanted misunderstanding between the
parents and their children. This generation gap has many aspects to it.

Boy-Sorry, Sir I don’t know.
1.
Examiner-What is your name, boy?
Boy-You can look at my nose and find out, Sir.
3.Lata-Is it right to punish someone for something
they have not done.
Teacher-Of course, not!
Lata-I have not done my Homework.
4.Danny-Why are you taking a bath with the bathroom
door open?
David-I’m making sure no one is looking at me through
Key Hole!
5.Seeing Anil standing in hot sun Anup said-Why are
you standing in this hot sun?
Anil-I am drying my Sweat.

Swati Sai Priyadarshini(III-B)

2.

3.

Less educated parents-Often in rural and also in many urban areas
education has proven to be the reason for such a gap as education
rationalizes the children and they often start questioning the old
superstitious beliefs which further widens this gap.
Language-Use of language has been changed for new generation with a
little bit of shortcuts. People of old generation still speak in their native
language but today’s children have created their own way of talking.
Fashion and Style- Apart from change in languages, clothing and over all
look has been completely changed in today’s generation. In India mostly
kids are inspired by western culture.
The possible ways to overcome this gapLack of Communication is the biggest reason for generation gap thus firstly
members in a family should decide to spend time with each other whether
on the dining table, so that they can connect with each other and try to
understand other’s area of interest including their morals and values. Old
generations have to understand and accept the fact that certain values and
morals that they believe are unacceptable and irrelevant in modern times
like restrictions imposed on girl child and giving more preference to the boy
child, etc. And at the same time the young generation must also
understand and respect their elders and use their elder’s experience as a
guidance in solving problems in their lives.

Prativa Pattnaik

Ankita P Jally(IIID)

Subhashree Ranasingh (III-A)

Sameer Sahoo (IV-A)

Rajlaxmi Mallick(IV-C)

Soumi Biswas(V-D)
Tanisha Rituparna-IV-A
Dibyajyoti Das-(IV-A)

Bhagyashree Priyadarshini Khatua(IV-B)
Samprita Priyadarshini Singh(IV-A)

Upcoming Events








Rachana Mohapatra-(III-B)

Grand Parent’s Day
Educational Fair
Rangoli Competition
Christmas Celebration
Children’s Day
Celebration
CDC Inauguration
Preliminary Round of
Annual Sports

Subhalaxmi Kabi(IV-B)

teacher’s day celebration

INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION

